
Social Capital
It's who you know. 

Perceived Left

Political Capital
Give voters what they want.

The Middle?

Financial Capital
Capitalism, Profit, and Wealth.

Perceived Right

Financial 
intermediary

Foundations Political Parties and "Endorsers" Bank

* The Economy is all 
of all of us *

Nonprofit Sector 
Where we collaborate

Public sector
Where we come together to be treated equally

For-profit or private sector
Where we compete

50th of 50? Foundations amassed wealth and social and political influence through 
growth of causes.

Economic development special taxes. Trickle-down and free lunches as 
angel investors.

During financialization the money supply in the Charlotte region shifted. 

Investor Donors Voters Shareholder
Customer In truth:  Person in Poverty

In reality:  donors (strings attached)
In truth:  Person in Poverty
In reality:  voters (support my cause to get a free pass)

Buyer

Currency Time Time Money
Equity Benefit of the doubt; willingness to vouch for me Support publicly even when unpopular Accumulated value
Interest Being right. What it takes to convince you to help me. Political support Cost of money
Liquidate Make my problem your problem Treat equally not compete Convert to spendable cash
Pooled Currency Foundations, causes and task forces Endorsements and positions Investment pools (401(k), hedge fund, porfolio, etc)
Market National causes National competition for economic development Money and Banking
Market Crisis 50th of 50 in Upward Mobility 1989, 2008/9?
Market Failure Unemployment is not a market failure. The problem is poverty. 50th of 50 

in Upward Mobility is a market indicator of poverty.

The task force created another cause that extracts resources of money, 
time and focus from the nonprofit and public sectors. It's the root cause 
of financialization in the part of the economy that's supposed to come 
together.

The Economist Democracy Downgrade (No one stole a thing.)

Making tax dollars available to those with high wealth that is not available 
to the rest of us. Created through partnership due to special taxes for 
Tourism, Center City Partners, University City Partners, etc. Commercial 
real estate owners, developers and high-wealth individuals. Targets 
political support from those who deal in finance terms and are assumed 
to be "right/Republican/fiscally conservative." 

Over-deregulation as part of partisan narrative
Interstate banking deregulation:  good
Glass Steagall:  misunderstood over-deregulations was a fundamental 
change to banking infrastructure risk to the economy/all of us (bad)

Liquidity Instrument Proposed:  
Hugh McColl Social Capital Letter of Credit
IU SPEA Social Capital Letter of Credit

Proposed:  
David Tepper Political Capital Letter of Credit

Letter of Credit

Liquidity Risk Spending time to convince you to sit down with me. If you cancel, what 
does it take to get you to reschedule? Do I have to make the reason about 
what you want or can it be about what I want? It's a relationship. If I know 
you personally it hurts if you won't make time for me. Is it a long term or 
short term investment? The greater the discomfort, the greater the 
meltdown needed to get your time.

In a room full of Democrats in a city full of Democrats, the Mayor and 
three Democratic City Council members chose to bring the 2020 RNC to 
Charlotte. Democrats campaigned for and easily reelected them in the 
following primary.

Parties exist to elect its candidates. People join a party by checking a box. 
Gerrymandering wins.

"Credit risk is the possibility of a loss resulting from a borrower's failure to 
repay a loan or meet contractual obligations. Traditionally, it refers to the 
risk that a lender may not receive the owed principal and interest, which 
results in an interruption of cash flows and increased costs for collection. 
Although it's impossible to know exactly who will default on obligations, 
properly assessing and managing credit risk can lessen the severity of 
loss."

The Rosetta Stone:  It's a Peace Treaty.

BuyingItBack.com
We All Win or We All Lose
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Social Capital
It's who you know. 

Perceived Left

Political Capital
Give voters what they want.

The Middle?

Financial Capital
Capitalism, Profit, and Wealth.

Perceived Right

(https://www.investope
dia.com/terms/i/input-
output-analysis.asp)

Task Forces and "Intersectional Feminism"
Intersection of causes

Intersection:  party platforms and narratives "Input-output analysis ("I-O") is a form of macroeconomic analysis based 
on the interdependencies between economic sectors or industries." 

NONPROFIT SECTOR
1/25c sales tax = micro-brewery-safe causes

I/O Columns for each cause:
Foundations - Power
Donors - Companies, Wealthy
Task Forces - message
Advocates - thinkers
Nonprofits - connectors
Care-givers - "charity"
Most in need - Invisible not Customer

PUBLIC SECTOR

Political Parties
Donors/PACs/Partners
Caucus/Endorsements/Primaries
Federal:  President, Congress
State:  Governor, State Legislature
Local (optional government): Mayor, City Council
Local (everyone counts): County Commission
Voters - Market investors (not customers)
Most in need - Invisible (real customers)

"The foundation of I-O analysis involves input-output tables. Such tables 
include a series of rows and columns of data that quantify the supply 
chain for all sectors of an economy. Industries are listed in the headers of 
each row and each column. The data in each column corresponds to the 
level of inputs used in that industry's production function. For example, 
the column for auto manufacturing shows the resources required for 
building automobiles (e.g., so much steel, aluminum, plastic, electronics, 
and so on). I-O models typically include separate tables showing the 
amount of labor required per dollar unit of investment or production."

Creating a Task Force and gathering stake-holders.  A task force assumes 
the ones studying the problem and implementing programs have the 
solution. That's the System.  The system should be the pathway out of 
poverty.

My job?  Building a bridge (analysis example) and most of all getting 
people out of poverty.

Building a stadium?  Not my job. It's the least effective, least efficient, 
most misunderstood way to get someone out of poverty and makes those 
with wealth wealthier at taxpayer expense in the process. Donors love 
them.

"Here's an example of how I-O analysis works: A local government wants 
to build a new bridge and needs to justify the cost of the investment. To 
do so, it hires an economist to conduct an I-O study. The economist talks 
to engineers and construction companies to estimate how much the 
bridge will cost, the supplies needed, and how many workers will be hired 
by the construction company." 

Task Force Report Fiscal Impact Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, Economic Impact Analysis The economist converts this information into dollar figures and runs 
numbers through an I-O model, which produces the three levels of 
impacts.

Direct Impact Direct Impact:  Learn It. "Tell us what you need." "Listen."

Now:  Full-time/Advocates

Full-time staff. Job is to give elected officials what they want. The direct impact of an economic shock is an initial change in 
expenditures. For example, building a bridge would require spending on 
cement, steel, construction equipment, labor, and other inputs.

Indirect Impact 
(Secondary)

Indirect Impact:  Earn It. "You should talk to." "Make my problem your 
problem."  

Now:  Part-time/Activists

Politics as a hobby or volunteering for campaigns. The job of a political 
party is to elect its candidates. 

The indirect, or secondary, impact would be due to the suppliers of the 
inputs hiring workers to meet demand.

Induced Impact 
(Tertiary)

Induced Impact:  Return It. "Never discuss politics or religion." "Talk to 
your neighbors." 

Now:  Spare time/voters

Voters control the story. Since we "never discuss politics or religion" only 
the topics that are safe to discuss at micro-breweries get the political 
backing for new funding.

The induced, or tertiary, impact would result from the workers of 
suppliers purchasing more goods and services. This analysis can also be 
run in reverse, seeing what effects on inputs were likely the cause of 
observed changes in outputs.

Leakages Strings. Is it about what you want or what I want? Regional subsidy
Financialization Foundations amassed wealth. Task forces define the problem, create the 

cause, then sustain themselves.
Special taxes created permanent partnerships (business unions) that are 
get priority for "found dollars" from the general fund. The corporate 
subsides lead to reelection campaign and foundation donations. 

Source Leslie Dwyer Leslie Dwyer Countent in quotation marks from Investopedia.com

What Is Input-Output Analysis?
Three Types of Economic Impact 

(See Maps of regional data and leakages)
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